MEDIA RELEASE – HIA Members NSW.
2nd February 2012

JIM’S BUILDING INSPECTIONS TO LAUNCH IN NSW
HIA Members offered Early Bird Opportunity
Six months on from its successful launch, Jim’s Building Inspections is set to expand nationally.
The start-up division’s first five Victorian franchisees have already exceeded their annual income
projections and the company is now seeking business-minded building industry professionals who
would like to mirror the opportunity in New South Wales.
“We are offering NSW HIA members an early bird opportunity to express their interest in a Jim’s
Building Inspections franchise,” said Paul Commerford, Director.
“There are a limited number of territories available for franchisees and only a handful of Regional
Franchisor opportunities nationally,” Paul said. “Regional Franchises ideally suit existing Building
Inspectors who would like to recruit and support other franchisees.”
“As HIA members ourselves, we are keen to offer these territories to HIA members ahead of the
general public.”
Suitable candidates include existing building inspectors as well as Registered Builders who would like
to diversify their business interests.
“The Building Inspections industry is highly fragmented with many individual owner operators and
only a small number of larger companies who operate within states,” said Paul. “The collaboration
between industry professionals and a highly recognised, national brand such as the Jim’s Group has
the capacity to create the dominant national inspections business.”
Included in any franchise purchase are all the systems and back up you would expect with a Jim’s
franchise along with a unique ‘business in a box’ concept with all reporting and business
management competed from an iPad using customised applications.
HIA members have an “Early Bird” opportunity available up until the 11th February. Advertising to
the general public commences on the 11th February.
All Expressions of Interest are required by Friday February 24 and interviews for shortlisted
candidates and companies will be held in Sydney from the 5th March. Preliminary orientation and
training begins in Melbourne on the 19th March for successful candidates.
Download an Information Kit and Expression of Interest Form now from:
www.jimsbuildinginspections.com.au/NSW
For further information please contact Suzanne Commerford on (03) 9555 2036.
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